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Wetting fronts in unsaturated porous media: the
combined case of hysteresis and dynamic capillary

pressure

K. Mitra∗1,2 and C.J. van Duijn3,4

1Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
2Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering

3Utrecht University, Department of Earth Sciences

Abstract

This paper extends the work of [14] where travelling wave solutions for wetting
fronts were considered under the presence of only capillary hysteresis effect and only
dynamic capillary effect. In this work, we investigate how the gravity driven wetting
fronts behave while moving through long vertical homogeneous porous columns,
under the combined effect of capillary hysteresis and dynamic capillarity. It is
shown that the developed saturation profiles will exhibit non-monotone behaviour
if certain parametric conditions are satisfied. The characteristics of the profiles are
explained in detail for all the cases. Moreover, parametric conditions that inhibit
the fronts from reaching full saturation are laid out. The analysis agrees well with
experimental observations. Finally, numerical results are shown that confirm all the
theoretical predictions.

1 Introduction

In the recent paper [14], we considered wetting fronts in the form of travelling wave
solutions of the one-dimensional Richards equation with either capillary hysteresis or
dynamic capillarity. In the scaled setting, the involved equations are given by the fluid
transport equation,

∂tS + ∂x(k(S)(∂xu+ 1)) = 0, (1.1)

∗Corresponding author: email: k.mitra@tue.nl
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combined with either capillary hystersis

u ∈ Pd(S) + Pi(S)

2
− Pd(S)− Pi(S)

2
sign(∂tS), (1.2a)

or dynamic capillarity
u = Pc(S)− τf(S)∂tS. (1.2b)

Here sign(·) is the multivalued signum function

sign(ζ) =


1 for ζ > 0,

[−1, 1] for ζ = 0,

−1 for ζ < 0.

(1.3)

Thus in [14] we studied the combinations (1.1), (1.2a) and (1.1), (1.2b). It is the purpose of
the present paper to study wetting fronts in the form of travelling waves for the combined
case of capillary hysteresis and dynamic capillarity. Then (1.2a) and (1.2b) are written
as the single expression

u ∈ Pd(S) + Pi(S)

2
− Pd(S)− Pi(S)

2
sign(∂tS)− τf(S)∂tS. (1.4)

In the above equations, S ∈ [0, 1] is the water saturation and u the water pressure.
The function k(S) denotes the relative permeability and Pd(S) and Pi(S) are respectively,
the primary (main) drainage and imbibition capillary pressure functions. In the absence
of hysteresis they are the same and are denoted by Pc(S). Further, τ is the dynamic
capillary coefficient and f(S) the dynamic capillary function.

As in [14] we assume

(A.1) k ∈ C1([0, 1]), k′(S) > 0 for 0 < S ≤ 1, k(0) = 0, k(1) = 1 and k is strictly convex
in [0, 1].

(A.2) The capillary coefficient is positive, τ > 0. The capillary function f ∈ C1([0, 1)) and
f(S) > 0 for 0 < S < 1.

(A.3) The capillary pressure functions Pk (k = i, d) satisfy Pk : (0, 1] → [0,∞), Pk ∈
C1((0, 1]), Pk(1) = 0, Pk

′(S) < 0 and Pi(S) < Pd(S) for 0 < S < 1.

In (A.1)-(A.3), and elsewhere in this paper, a prime denotes differentiation with respect
to the argument.

The combined pressure equation (1.4) implies that if ∂tS > 0, then

τf(S)∂tS = Pi(S)− u

and if ∂tS < 0, then
τf(S)∂tS = Pd(S)− u.
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Using this observation, (1.4) can be rewritten as, see also [1],

∂tS =
1

τf(S)


Pd(S)− u when u ≥ Pd(S),

0 when Pi(S) < u < Pd(S),

Pi(S)− u when u ≤ Pi(S).

(1.5)

Hence the model based on (1.4), or on (1.2a), implies vertical scanning curves (∂tS = 0)
when Pi(S) < u < Pd(S). For this reason, hysteresis described by (1.4) is called play-type
hysteresis [1, 15].

In this paper we consider, in addition to (1.4), an extension of play-type hysteresis by
introducing non-vertical scanning curves. It is achieved by adapting (1.4) in the following
way (for small ε > 0)

u ∈ Pd(S) + Pi(S)

2
− Pd(S)− Pi(S)

2
sign(∂tS + ε∂tu)− τf(S)∂tS. (1.6)

Such an extension was proposed in [6] and similar models were studied in [1, 17]. In [6]
it is shown that the model is consistent if ε satisfies certain upper bounds. The specific
bounds are stated explicitly in Section 3.

As in (1.5), ∂tS can be made explicit from (1.6). The calculations are given in the
Appendix. The result is

∂tS = A(S, u, ∂tu) :=



Pd(S)− u
τf(S)

when u ≥ Pd(S) + ετf(S)∂tu,

−ε∂tu when Pi(S) + ετf(S)∂tu < u < Pd(S) + ετf(S)∂tu,

Pi(S)− u
τf(S)

when u ≤ Pi(S) + ετf(S)∂tu.

(1.7)

Letting ε → 0 in this expression yields the play-type expression (1.5) and letting τ → 0
gives

∂t(S + εu) = 0 when Pi(S) < u < Pd(S),

i.e. scanning curves in the form of straight lines with inclination −1
ε

[6].
Using (1.5) to eliminate ∂tS from (1.1), yields an elliptic equation for u. Likewise,

using (1.7) in (1.1) gives an elliptic-parabolic equation for which an initial pressure is
required. This is natural for extended play-type problems, as was shown in [6] where we
studied the case of horizontal redistribution.

Assumption (A.2) includes the possibility of the capillary function f(S) having a
singular behaviour at S = 1. The behaviour of f(S), as observed from experiments [3],
suggests that this should indeed be taken into consideration. Therefore we distinguish,
as in [14], between the classes
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A. f ∈ L1(0, 1)

B. f 6∈ L1(0, 1)

We show in Section 2 that f ∈ L1(0, 1) is in essence equivalent to the case where
f(S) =constant = 1.

It is known that the dynamic term in (1.2b) may cause overshoot or oscillations in
solutions of (1.1), (1.2b). This has been observed both analytically (e.g. [4, 7, 9, 14]) and
numerically (e.g [11, 12, 17]). In mathematical terms, equations of the type (1.1), (1.2b)
do not admit a maximum principle. Moreover, the stronger the dynamic term in (1.2b),
the larger the overshoot/oscillations. To prevent the saturation to extend its physical
maximal value S = 1, the capillary pressure was extended as a graph in [14]. For the
hysteretic case (1.2a), this means that both Pi and Pd are extended to be set-valued at
S = 1:

Pk(S) =

Pk(S) (as in (A.3)) when 0 < S < 1,

(−∞, 0] when S = 1,
(1.8)

for k = i, d. Definition (1.8) allows us to deal with large values of τ , causing the porous
medium to be saturated (S = 1) in parts of the domain. The set-valued pressure at S = 1
acts as a natural saturation cut-off.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 travelling waves describing wetting
fronts are introduced for the model based on (1.1), (1.4) and (1.8). The main emphasis,
Section 2.1, is on the case f(S) = 1. Special attention is given to the role of the parameter
τ in relation to extension (1.8). Generalizations to non-constant f are given in Section 2.2
(f from class A) and in Section 2.3 (f from class B). In Section 3 travelling waves based
on the extended expression (1.6) are treated, making the role of the hysteretic parameter
ε explicit. Section 4 shows computational results for the models (1.4) and (1.6). We
present the conclusions in Section 5.

2 Travelling waves with combined pressure (1.4)

As in [14], we seek travelling wave solutions of the form

S(x, t) = S(ζ), u(x, t) = u(ζ) and ζ = ct− x, (2.1)

where −∞ < ζ <∞ and

lim
ζ→−∞

S(ζ) = SB, lim
ζ→∞

S(ζ) = ST . (2.2)

Here SB corresponds to the ‘initial’ saturation and ST to the ‘injected’ saturation. In the
physical context of wetting fronts we choose

0 < SB < ST ≤ 1. (2.3)
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Due to the convexity of k(S), this choice is necessary for mathematical reasons as well
[13,14].

The boundary conditions for the pressure need special attention. For the moment we
impose

u′(±∞) = 0. (2.4)

Substituting (2.1) into (1.1) and (1.5) and applying conditions (2.2) and (2.4), details are
given in [14], one finds for the wave speed c the Rankine-Hugoniot expression

c =
k(ST )− k(SB)

ST − SB
, (2.5)

and for S and u the first order equations

S ′ =
1

cτf(S)
F(S, u), (2.6a)

u′ = G(S;SB, ST ). (2.6b)

Here

F(S, u) =


Pd(S)− u when u > Pd(S),

0 when Pi(S) ≤ u ≤ Pd(S),

Pi(S)− u when u < Pi(S),

(2.7)

and

G(S;SB, ST ) = 1− k(SB) + c(S − SB)

k(S)
. (2.8)

These functions are sketched in Figure 1.

u

F(S, u)

Pi(S) Pd(S)

S

G(S;SB, ST )

0 1

SB ST SmSl

Figure 1: (left) Graph of F(S, u) for given S ∈ (0, 1), (right) Graph of G(S;SB, ST ) for
given 0 < SB < ST < 1, with k(S) = S2. Here Sm is the unique saturation value for

which
∫ Sm
SB
G(%;SB, ST )d% = 0 and Sl ∈ (SB, ST ) is such that G(Sl) = min

S∈(0,1)
G(S;SB, ST ).

Solutions of (2.6) belong to the strip {0 < S ≤ 1, u ∈ R}. In this strip we introduce,
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u

S

0 1
SB ST

H

Hd

Hi

EB,d

EB,i

ET,i

ET,d

Pi
Pd

Figure 2: The sets (2.9) and points (2.10) in the strip {0 < S ≤ 1}. The arrows indicate
the direction of the solution orbits (2.6)

for future reference, the sets.

Hd = {u > Pd(S)}, (2.9a)

H = {Pi(S) < u < Pd(S)}, (2.9b)

Hi = {u < Pi(S)}, (2.9c)

and the points (k = i, d)

EB,k = Pk(SB), ET,k = Pk(ST ). (2.10)

They are indicated in Figure 2, together with the direction of the solution orbits of (2.6).

The right hand side of (2.6) vanishes iff

S ∈ {SB, ST} and (S, u) ∈ H. (2.11)

Hence all points of the closed segments EB,iEB,d and ET,iET,d are equilibrium points of
(2.6). Clearly, interior points cannot serve as start and/or end point of any trajectory.
Only the end points EB,k and ET,k, k = i, d, can play that role. We investigate the nature
of these points later in this section.

With the capillary function f satisfying (A.2), the function

Y (S) =

∫ S

0

f(S)dS (2.12)

is well defined for 0 ≤ S < 1 and Y (1) < ∞ iff f ∈ L1(0, 1). Since f > 0 in (0, 1), the
inverse S = S(Y ) is uniquely determined by

S = S(Y ) for 0 ≤ Y ≤ Y (1). (2.13)
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u

S

0 1SB ST

EB,d

EB,i
ET,i

ET,d

Pi
Pd

Figure 3: Eigenvectors of the saddles EB,i and EB,d. The arrows indicate the direction of
the corresponding trajectories for increasing ζ.

Rewriting (2.6) in terms of Y and u gives

Y ′ =
1

cτ
F̃(Y, u), (2.14a)

u′ = G̃(Y ;YB, YT ), (2.14b)

where F̃(Y, u) = F(S(Y ), u) and G̃(Y ;YB, YT ) = G(S(Y );SB, ST ) with YB,T =
∫ SB,T

0
f(S)dS.

Thus the transformed system only involves a stretching of the S-coordinate.
If f ∈ L1(0, 1), solutions belong to the strip {0 < Y ≤ Y (1)} and the transformed

system (2.14) is qualitively similar to (2.6) with f(S) = 1. Therefore the results for (2.6)
with f(S) = 1 can be translated directly to the case f(S) 6= 1 and f ∈ L1(0, 1). If
f 6∈ L1(0, 1), solutions belong to the half space {Y > 0}. This situation needs separate
attention.

Remark 2.1. Since (2.6) is autonomous, its solutions are unique modulo a shift in ζ.

One usually fixes this by setting S(0) =
1

2
(SB + ST ).

2.1 f(S) = 1

Linearizing (2.6), by approaching EB,i, from Hi and EB,d from Hd, gives a positive and
negative eigenvalue at these points. Hence EB,i and EB,d are saddles of which the direction
of the eigenvectors is sketched in Figure 3

Similarly at the points ET,i and ET,d one finds for the eigenvalues (see also references
[4, 9, 12, 14])

λk =
Pk
′(ST )

2cτ

[
1±

√
1− τ

τc,k

]
(2.15)

where

τc,k =
(Pk

′(ST ))2

4cG ′(ST ;SB, ST )
> 0 (k = i, d). (2.16)
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Without loss of generality we may assume

P ′d(ST ) < P ′i (ST ) < 0

implying
τc,i < τc,d. (2.17)

Then we have

• τ < τc,i =⇒ ET,i and ET,d are sinks;

• τc,i < τ < τc,d =⇒ ET,i is stable spiral and ET,d is sink;

• τ > τc,d =⇒ ET,i and ET,d are stable spirals.

As a consequence, if τ > τc,i, no orbit can reach ET,i along a fixed direction. This can
only happen when τ < τc,i. The same holds at ET,d for τ > τc,d.

For a given τ > 0, the goal is to construct an orbit that runs from S = SB (and
u = Pi(SB)) as ζ → −∞ to S = ST as ζ → +∞. Inspection of the flow direction in
Figure 2 gives that this can only be achieved by considering the orbit leaving EB,i in the
direction of Hi for increasing S. As long as the orbit is in Hi, we can use the results
of [14] to describe its behaviour. Here we stay below Pi, whereas in [14] we stay below
Pc = Pi = Pd. The behaviour of the orbit depends crucially on the value of ST with
respect to SB. To make this precise, we introduce as in [14] the expression

α(SB, ST ) =

∫ 1

SB

G(S;SB, ST )dS, (2.18)

where G is given by (2.8).
Clearly, α(SB, ST = SB) > 0, α(SB, ST = 1) < 0 and α(SB, ·) strictly decreases in

(SB, 1); see Figure 4 for an impression. Hence for each 0 < SB < 1, there exists a unique
ST = S∗T (SB) such that

α(SB, S
∗
T (SB)) = 0 and

{
α(SB, ST ) > 0 if ST < S∗T (SB)

α(SB, ST ) < 0 if ST > S∗T (SB).

ST
1S∗T (SB)

α(SB, ST )

SB

Figure 4: Sketch of expression (2.18) and location of S∗T (SB). The plot shown is for
SB = 0.2 and k(S) = S2.
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Further, for ST < S∗T (SB), we define the saturation Sm ∈ [ST , 1] by∫ 1

Sm

G(S;SB, ST )dS = α(SB, ST ) (2.19a)

or, see Figure 1(right), ∫ Sm

SB

G(S;SB, ST )dS = 0. (2.19b)

Note that if ST ↗ S∗T (SB), then Sm ↗ 1.
The behaviour of the orbits, as demonstrated in [14], is summarized in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < SB < 1 be fixed and let SB < ST ≤ 1. Then

(i) If τ > τc,i, the orbit leaving EB,i cannot enter ET,i in a monotone way through Hi;

(ii) Let ST < S∗T (SB) (or α(SB, ST ) > 0). Then for any τ > 0, the orbit leaving EB,i
remains to the left of the line S = Sm;

(iii) Let ST > S∗T (SB) (or α(SB, ST ) < 0). Then there exist a τ ∗ > 0 such that for τ < τ ∗

the orbit leaving EB,i remains to the left of S = 1. If τ > τ ∗, the orbit intersects the
line S = 1 at a negative pressure.

Remark 2.2. (i) The dynamical system (2.6) has three characteristic values for τ
where the behaviour of its solutions changes: τc,k for k = i, d defined by (2.16)
and τ ∗ from Theorem 2.1 (iii). By assumption τc,i < τc,d. It is not clear how or if
τ ∗ is ordered with respect to τc,i and τc,d. Therefore we include in the discussion the
possibility τ ∗ < τc,i as well as τ ∗ ∈ (τc,i, τc,d) and τ ∗ > τc,d.

(ii) If τ < τc,i, the orbit most likely moves in a monotone way through Hi from the saddle
EB,i to the sink ET,i. However, the nature of the point ET,i for τ > τc,i allows us
only to prove statement (i) of Theorem 2.1

(iii) Thus no matter how large τ , the orbit stays to the left of S = Sm for ST < S∗T (SB).

(iv) For ST > S∗T (SB) and τ sufficiently large, the orbit intersects S = 1 yielding a
solution with a plateau at S = 1 where u′ = G(1;SB, ST ). This solution is allowed
by the extended capillary pressure (1.6).
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u

S

1SB ST

EB,i

ET,i

Pi
Pd

u

S

1

Ad

Ai

SB ST Sm

EB,i

ET,i

Pi
Pd

u

S

1
B

SB ST

Ad

Ai

EB,i

ET,i

Pi
Pd

Figure 5: (left) Expected behaviour if τ < τc,i; (center) Here ST < S∗T (SB) and orbit
remains to the left of S = Sm. (right) Now ST > S∗T (SB) and τ < τ ∗ in the top orbit and
τ > τ ∗ in the bottom orbit.

The results described by Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 are shown in Figure 5. In case
(center) and (right, top) the orbits exit the region Hi at the points Ai = (SA, Pi(SA)),
and in case (right, bottom) at the point B = (S = 1, u < 0).

u

S

1

Ad

SB ST

EB,i

ET,d
Pi
Pd

(a)

u

S

1

Ad

SB ST

EB,i
ET,d

Pi
Pd

(b)

u

S

1
SB ST

AdEB,i
ET,d

EB,d

Ω
Pi
Pd

(c)

u

S

1
SB ST

AdEB,i
ET,d

EB,d
Pi
Pd

(d)

Figure 6: Four possibilities for orbits starting at the point Ad: (a) Orbit moves directly
and monotonically to ET,d as ζ →∞; (b) orbit passes S = ST and returns to the hysteretic
region H; (c) orbit passes S = ST and ends up at EB,d as ζ → ∞; (d) Orbit passes first
S = ST and then S = SB above EB,d.

Since F = 0 in H, the orbits at Ai move vertically upwards until they reach the
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drainage curve Pd at Ad = (SA, Pd(SA)). Using again results from [14], we are left with
four possibilities that are shown in Figure 6.

Cases (c) and (d) are ruled out by the following divergence argument (see also [4,14]).
Write system (2.6) as

~u′ = ~R(~u),

where

~u =

(
S
u

)
and ~R(~u) =

(
1
cτ
F(S, u)

G(S;SB, ST )

)
,

and observe that

div ~R =
1

cτ

∂F
∂S
≤ 0,

as

∂F
∂S

=


P ′i (S) when u ∈ Hi,

0 when u ∈ H,
P ′d(S) when u ∈ Hd.

Let Ω in Figure 6(c) denote the region enclosed by the orbit running from EB,i to

EB,d and the vertical segment at S = SB. Then the divergence theorem applied to ~R in
Ω gives a contradiction. The same argument applies to case (d) (see [14]). Hence we are
left with cases (a) and (b) in which the orbit is captured in a region around the segment
ET,iET,d. In case (a) the solution moves monotonically from Ad to the equilibrium point
ET,d. Clearly this is only possible when τ < τc,d (and ET,d is a sink). In case (b) the orbit
goes at least once around ET,iET,d and it may reach ET,i (if τ < τc,i) or ET,d (if τ < τc,d)
after finitely many rotations. If τ > τc,d > τc,i, the nature of the points ET,k, (k = i, d)
prevents this behaviour.

When the orbit exits at point B as in Figure 5(right), it moves vertically upwards
with S = 1 and u′ = G(1;SB, ST ) > 0 until it reaches S = 1, u = 0. Then we repeat the
previous argument.

With these observations in mind, we now investigate the behaviour of the orbits near
S = ST . We first consider

τ > τc,d(> τc,i)

Then the endpoints ET,i and ET,d are stable spirals, implying that the behaviour as
sketched in Figure 6(a) cannot occur. Hence we are left with Figure 6(b) as the only
option. Since an orbit cannot intersect itself, it will be captured in a neighborhood of the
segment ET,iET,d. Moreover, since orbits move vertically through H, they cannot reach
an interior point of ET,iET,d and the corresponding saturation has plateaus below and
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above ST . Clearly there are infinitely many of these plateaus, otherwise the orbits would
end up in ET,i or ET,d after finitely many rotations.

We are now in a position to prove

Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < SB < ST < 1 and τ > τc,d. Further, for a given orbit satisfying
(2.6), let {S±n }∞n=1 denote the saturation plateaus above (+) and below (-) ST . Then

(i) S−n < S−n+1 < ST for n ≥ 1 and lim
n→∞

S−n ↗ ST ;

(ii) S+
n > S+

n+1 > ST for n ≥ 1 and lim
n→∞

S+
n ↘ ST .

Proof. We only show (i). The monotonicity is a consequence of the fact that orbits cannot
intersect themselves. Now suppose that a δ > 0 exists such that

S−n ≤ ST − δ for all n ≥ 1. (2.20)

Let,

Rδ = {(S, u) : ST − δ < S < ST , Pi(S) < u < Pd(ST − δ)},

see Figure 7. Since the orbit is confined to a neighborhood of ET,iET,d and rotates around
Rδ, it must converge, as ζ → ∞, to a limit cycle C. Let Ω denote the region enclosed
by C. Clearly Ω ⊇ Rδ. Since div ~R ≤ 0 in Ω, in particular div ~R = 1

cτ
P ′d(S) < 0 in

{(S, u) : ST − δ < S < ST , Pd(S) < u < Pd(ST − δ)}, the divergence theorem applied to
R̄ in Ω yields a contradiction. Hence δ = 0.

Pi

Pd

STST − δ

S−2

S−1

S+
2 S+

1

Rδ

Figure 7: Rotation of orbit around Rδ.

When the orbit crosses the hysteresis domain H at some S = Ŝ ∈ (0, 1), the pressure
equation satisfies

u′ = G(Ŝ;SB, ST ).
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Hence, the ζ-interval (`) in which this takes place has length

µ(`) =
Pd(Ŝ)− Pi(Ŝ)

G(Ŝ;SB, ST )
. (2.21)

Thus as a consequence of Lemma 2.1, we have

Corollary 2.1. Corresponding to the saturation plateaus {S±n }∞n=1, there exist ζ-intervals
{`±n }∞n=1 satisfying

(i) `−n is between `+
n and `+

n+1.

(ii) µ(`±n ) =
Pd(S

±
n )− Pi(S±n )

G(S±n ;SB, ST )
.

(iii) lim
n→∞

µ(`±n ) =∞.

S

ζ
u

ζ

0

0

ST

Sm

1

SB

`+
1 `−1 `+

2 `−2

`+
1 `−1 `+

2 `−2

Pi(SB)

Figure 8: Sketch of saturation and pressure behaviour. Here ST < S∗T (SB) implying
S < Sm < 1. If ST > S∗T (SB) and τ > τ ∗, the first saturation plateau occurs at S = 1.
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Proof. (i) This is immediate from the orbit rotating around ET,iET,d.

(ii) The expression follows directly from (2.21).

(iii) This is a consequence of Lemma 2.1, (ii), Pd(S) > Pi(S) for 0 < S < 1 and
G(ST ;SB, ST ) = 0.

The behaviour described by Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 is sketched in Figure 8.

Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.1 implies that the pressure u(ζ) oscillates between Pi(ST ) and
Pd(ST ) as ζ →∞. But Corollary 2.1 shows that lim

ζ→∞
u′(ζ) = 0.

τ ≤ τc,d

Then either ET,d (if τc,i < τ ≤ τc,d) or both ET,i and ET,d (if τ ≤ τc,i) are a sink. This
gives the following result.

Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < SB < ST < 1 and τ ≤ τc,d. Then for any orbit satisfying (2.6), we
have:

(i) If 0 < τ ≤ τc,i, it moves directly and monotonically through Hi from EB,i to ET,i or
it rotates finitely many times around ET,iET,d and ends up in ET,i or ET,d;

(ii) If τc,i < τ ≤ τc,d, it ends up in ET,d after a finite number of passages through H.

Proof. (i) If the orbit does not move directly from EB,i to ET,d through Hi, it has to cross
the hysteretic domain H or it has a saturation plateau at S = 1. Then we argue as in
Lemma 2.1 to show that the orbit must approach ET,iET,d as ζ →∞. The fact that both
ET,i to ET,d are sinks implies that the orbit will be captured by one of these points after
finitely many rotations.

(ii) Now only ET,d is a sink. Arguing as in (i) gives the result.

In the discussion and figures so far ST < 1 has been considered. If ST = 1, the orbit
cannot intersect the imbibition pressure curve at ST < 1. This follows from the flow
direction as shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, each point of the half line {S = 1, u ≤ 0} is
an equilibrium point of (2.6) with the extended capillary pressure (1.6). In this case the
existence result is given by
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u

S
ST = 1SB

Hi

EB,i

Pi
Pd

Figure 9: Sketch of flow direction when ST = 1.

Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < SB < ST = 1.

(i) If P ′i (1) = 0, then for any τ > 0 the solution of (2.6) is in Hi and runs from EB,i as
ζ → −∞ to a point (S = 1, u = uτ < 0) at a finite value of ζ = ζτ . For ζ ≥ ζτ the
solution is given by S(ζ) = 1 and u(ζ) = uτ . The pressure value uτ decreases in τ
and has the lower bound uτ ≥ −

√
2cKτ , where K = −α(SB, 1) > 0. Furthermore,

lim
ζ↗ζτ

S ′(ζ) = −uτ
cτ

and lim
ζ↗ζτ

u′(ζ) = 0;

(ii) if P ′i (1) < 0, then the solution behaves as in (i) when τ > τc,i. For τ ≤ τc,i it may
end up in (1, 0) as ζ →∞.

Proof. Since the orbit belongs to Hi, equations (2.6) reduce to

S ′ =
1

cτ
(Pi(S)− u), (2.22a)

u′ = G(S;SB, 1). (2.22b)

(i) With P ′i (1) = 0, the eigenvalues at the point (1, 0) are given by

λk = ±j
√
cτG ′(1;SB, 1),

where j =
√
−1. This means that for any τ > 0, the orbits cannot reach (1, 0) as ζ →∞.

Hence they must exit Hi at some point (S = 1, u = uτ < 0) for some finite ζ = ζτ . For
ζ ≥ ζτ we extend the solution by the equilibrium (S = 1, u = uτ ). The properties of the
pressure value uτ are demonstrated along the lines of the proof of [14, Theorem 3.1(b)
and Proposition 4.2]. Finally, letting ζ ↗ ζτ in equations (2.22) gives

lim
ζ↗ζτ

S ′(ζ) =
1

cτ
lim
ζ↗ζτ

(Pi(S(ζ))− u(ζ)) = −uτ
cτ

and
lim
ζ↗ζτ

u′(ζ) = lim
ζ↗ζτ
G(S(ζ);SB, 1) = 0.

(ii) If P ′i (1) < 0, the orbit behaves as in (i) when τ > τc,i. For τ ≤ τc,i the point
(1, 0) is a sink and thus the orbit may end up at that point as ζ →∞. In particular this
happens for very small τ values.
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2.2 f ∈ L1(0, 1)

When the capillary functions in (1.4) is non-constant, one uses (2.12) to recast (2.6) in
the equivalent form (2.14), where f is now removed from the equations. If f ∈ L1(0, 1),

then 0 < Y < Y (1) =
∫ 1

0
f(%)d%. The behaviour in terms of (Y, u) in the strip {(Y, u) :

0 < Y ≤ Y (1), u ∈ R} is similar to the behaviour of (S, u) with f(S) = 1, as discussed in
Section 2.1.

In terms of the transformed nonlinearities F̃ , G̃ and P̃k (k = i, d), see definitions below
(2.14), the characteristic τ -values in terms of Y are

τ̃c,k =
(P̃ ′k(YT ))2

4cG̃ ′(YT ;YB, YT )
(k = i, d). (2.23)

Likewise,

α̃(YB, YT ) =

∫ Y (1)

YB

G̃(%;YB, YT )d% (2.24)

and ∫ Ym

YB

G̃(%;YB, YT )d% = 0. (2.25)

Transforming these expressions back to the original (S, u) variables now gives

τc,k =
(P ′k(ST ))2

4cf(ST )G ′(ST ;SB, ST )
(k = i, d), (2.26)

α(SB, ST ) =

∫ 1

SB

G(%;SB, ST )f(%)d%, (2.27)∫ Sm

SB

G(%;SB, ST )f(%)d% = 0. (2.28)

Given these new definitions one can repeat the arguments of Section 2.1 to obtain similar
results. Clearly S∗T (SB), see Figure 4, depends on f through the expression (2.27). Also
the value τ ∗ from Theorem 2.1 will change with f .

Remark 2.4. Let f1, f2 ∈ L1(0, 1) and f1 < f2 in (0, 1). Then the critical τ -values (2.26)
are ordered as well:

τc,k,1 > τc,k,2 (k = i, d).

Hence in case 2, overshoot is expected to occur for smaller values of τ .

2.3 f 6∈ L1(SB, 1)

Again we use transformation (2.12) and the corresponding redefinitions of the nonlin-
earities. Borrowing ideas from [14, Section 4.2], we distinguish the cases ST < 1 and
ST > 1.
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ST < 1. Then there always exists Sm ∈ (ST , 1) satisfying (2.28). To see this, observe

that for any δ ∈ (0, 1−ST
2

)∫ 1−δ

SB

fGdS =

∫ (ST+1)/2

SB

fGdS +

∫ 1−δ

(ST+1)/2

fGdS

≥
∫ (ST+1)/2

SB

fGdS + G((ST + 1)/2;SB, ST )

∫ 1−δ

(ST+1)/2

fdS.

Since limδ→0

∫ 1−δ
SB

fGdS = ∞ and as
∫ ST
SB

fGdS < 0 the assertion follows. As Sm < 1,

Theorem 2.1 further implies that S(ζ) ≤ Sm < 1 for all τ > 0 and ζ ∈ R. Hence, f(S(ζ))
is bounded away from∞ for ζ ∈ R. Consequently, the results presented in Lemma 2.1-2.2
and Corollary 2.1 remain valid and depending upon the value of τ , the orbits can either
end up in ET,i or ET,d or rotate infinitly many times around the segment ET,iET,d while
approaching it.

ST = 1. Recall that each point on the half-line {S = 1, u ≤ 0} is an equilibrium
point. In fact the extension of Pk (k = i, d) as in (1.8), is not required in this case, as
(Pk(S) − u)/cτf → 0 for S ↗ 1, k = i, d. This implies that an orbit (S, u) leaving
EB,i cannot cross the line {S = 1, u ≤ 0}. Moreover, u′(ζ) = G(S(ζ);SB, 1) < 0 and
S ′(ζ) > 0 for all ζ ∈ R. This along with the direction of orbits shown in Figure 9 implies
that there are only three options for the orbit (S, u) as ζ → ∞: (i) (S, u) → (1, 0), (ii)
(S, u)→ (1, uτ ) with −∞ < uτ < 0 or (iii) (S, u)→ (1,−∞).

From [14, Theorem 4.4] it follows that (iii) occurs if and only if∫ 1

SB

G(%;SB, 1)f(%)d% = −∞. (2.29)

However, since G(1;SB, 1) = 0 this integral may be finite. As G(S;SB, 1) is Lipschitz and
negative for S > SB, the integral is finite if∫ 1

0

(1− %)f(%)d% <∞. (2.30)

In this case, one defines α(SB, 1) by putting ST = 1 in (2.27). As α(SB, 1) > −∞,
(S, u) → (1, uτ ) as ζ → ∞ for some −∞ < uτ ≤ 0. From [14, Proposition 4.2b], one
further obtains that there exists τ̂ ≥ 0, such that if τ > τ̂ then uτ < 0. Hence, (i) is
only possible for small values of τ . Moreover, in (ii), uτ is bounded below by the estimate
given in Lemma 2.3.

We summarize these findings in the following lemma

Lemma 2.4. Let f 6∈ L1(0, 1) and assume that τ > 0, SB > 0 and ST ∈ (SB, 1]. Further,

if (1−%)f(%) ∈ L1(0, 1), let α(SB, 1) :=
∫ 1

SB
G(%;SB, 1)f(%)d%. Then for orbit (S(ζ), u(ζ))

satisfying (2.6) we have:
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(i) If ST < 1, results presented in Lemmas 2.1-2.2 and Corollary 2.1 remain valid and
S(ζ) ≤ Sm < 1 for all ζ ∈ R, where Sm is defined by (2.28).

(ii) If ST = 1, there can be two cases:

(ii.1) If (1− %)f(%) 6∈ L1(0, 1), then S(ζ)↗ 1 and u(ζ)→ −∞ as ζ →∞.

(ii.2) If (1− %)f(%) ∈ L1(0, 1), then a τ̂ ≥ 0 exists such that if τ ≤ τ̂ then (S, u)→
(1, 0) as ζ → ∞; if τ > τ̂ then (S, u) → (1, uτ ) as ζ → ∞ for some uτ ∈
(−∞, 0]. Here uτ satisfies uτ ≥ −

√
−2cα(SB, 1)τ > −∞.

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram outlining the cases.

u

S
ST,2 = 1ST,1 SmSB

(1, uτ )

EB,i

Pi
Pd

Figure 10: Behaviour of orbits for f 6∈ L1(0, 1). The dotted (orange) line represents the
orbit for ST = ST,1 < 1. The dashdotted line (green) represents the orbit for ST = ST,2 =
1, when (1− %)f(%) ∈ L1(0, 1) and τ > τ̂ .

3 Travelling waves with combined pressure (1.6)

In the previous section we discussed travelling waves arising from the combined pressure
model with play-type hysteresis (1.4). The scanning curves for the playtype hysteresis
model are vertical, whereas scanning curves obtained from experiments are inclined [1,8].
As pointed out in [6], this may lead to inaccurate predictions. The combined model with
extended play-type hysteresis given by (1.6), incorporates non-vertical scanning curves
that can be fitted to match experimental observations, see [6]. Hence, it is interesting to
study how the behaviour of the infiltration fronts changes if one uses the extended model
to describe hysteresis.

As seen from Section 2, for sufficiently large values of τ , the orbit (S(ζ), u(ζ)) revolves
around the line segment ET,iET,d infinitely many times. From a physical point of view,
this means that for an infinitely long column, one observes infinitely many decaying
oscillations trailing behind the first overshoot. This behaviour is indicated in Figure 8.
However, few to no oscillations are observed behind the first overshoot in experimentally
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obtained breakthrough curves [2, 5] even for long columns and large injection rates. In
this section we explain this by considering non-vertical scanning curves.

In the subsequent discussions, we assume that the inclination of the scanning curves
satisfies

min{P ′i (S), P ′d(S)} > −1

ε
, for all SB ≤ S ≤ 1. (3.1)

As shown in [6], consistency of the extended model requires that (3.1) should be satisfied
for all S ∈ (0, 1]. Hence, for more general problems a non-constant ε needs to be con-
sidered. However, since travelling waves satisfy S ≥ SB, and since P ′i , P

′
d are bounded in

S ∈ [SB, 1] it suffices to consider (3.1) for ε sufficiently small.
Substituting the travelling wave form (2.1) into (1.1) and (1.7), and applying condi-

tions (2.2) and (2.4) we obatin the same Rankine-Hugoniot wave speed c and the same
function G(S;SB, ST ), see (2.5) and (2.8). The extended system now reads:

S ′ =
1

cτf(S)
E(S, u), (3.2a)

u′ = G(S;SB, ST ), (3.2b)

where

E(S, u) =


Pd(S)− u when u > Pd(S) + ετcf(S)G(S;SB, ST ),

−cετf(S)G(S;SB, ST ) when Pi(S) + ετcf(S)G(S;SB, ST )

≤ u ≤ Pd(S) + ετcf(S)G(S;SB, ST ),

Pi(S)− u when u < Pi(S) + ετcf(S)G(S;SB, ST ).

(3.3)

Equations (3.2), with expression (3.3), shows that f(S) cannot be eliminated by trans-
formation (2.12). Therefore, for simplicity we restrict ourselves here to the case f(S) = 1
only. Then the system becomes

S ′ =
1

cτ
E(S, u), (3.4a)

u′ = G(S;SB, ST ), (3.4b)

Here

E(S, u) =


Pd(S)− u when u > û(S)

−cετG(S;SB, ST ) when ǔ(S) ≤ u ≤ û(S)

Pi(S)− u when u < ǔ(S).

where ǔ, û : (0, 1]→ R are given by

ǔ(S) = Pi(S) + ετcG(S;SB, ST ) and û(S) = Pd(S) + ετcG(S;SB, ST ). (3.5)
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Note that for each δ > 0, E(S, u) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the strip {δ ≤ S ≤
1}. Similar to the sets H,Hi,Hd in (2.9), we now divide the strip {0 < S < 1} into

Ĥ = {u > û(S)}, (3.6a)

H̄ = {ǔ(S) < u < û(S)}, (3.6b)

Ȟ = {u < ǔ(S)}. (3.6c)

For given 0 < SB < ST ≤ 1, the parameters of the system are ε and τ . In the region H̄
one has

S ′ = −εG(S;SB, ST ) = −εu′, (3.7)

implying indeed scanning curves with inclination −1/ε in H̄.

u

S

0 1
SB ST

H̄

Ĥ

Ȟ

EB,d

EB,i

ET,i

ET,d

Pi
Pd
û
ǔ

Figure 11: The sets (3.6) and the curves (3.5) in the strip {0 < S ≤ 1}. The arrows
indicate the direction for increasing ζ of solutions of (3.4).

As in play-type hysteresis, each point of the segments EB,iEB,d and ET,iET,d is an
equilibrium point. From equation (3.7) and the sign of G(S;SB, ST ) it follows that interior
points of EB,iEB,d are unstable, whereas interior points of ET,iET,d are stable. Further,
the nature of the end points {EB,k, ET,k}, (k = i, d) is as in Section 2: EB,k are saddles
and ET,k are stable nodes and/or stable spirals depending on the value of τ . This classifies
all equilibrium points of (3.4).
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u
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SB S̃

ST
βEB

H̄

Ĥ

Ȟ

Pi
Pd
û
ǔ

Figure 12: Possible orbits starting, as ζ → −∞, from points EB ∈ EB,iEB,d. Here
EB = (SB, uB) and tan β = −1

ε
.

The main result of this section is to show existence of solutions of (3.4), subject to
conditions (2.2) and (2.4), in the form of orbits that connect arbitrarily chosen points
EB ∈ EB,iEB,d (as ζ → −∞) to corresponding points ET ∈ ET,iET,d (as ζ → +∞). We

shall give the proof in context of Figure 11. This figure shows the regions Ĥ,H̄,Ȟ, the
functions ǔ, û and the general flow directions of solution orbits (S, u). To support the
proof we added Figure 12 which enlarges the situation between the segments EB,iEB,d
and ET,iET,d.

Let uB ∈ [Pi(SB), Pd(SB)] and let

`(S;uB) = uB −
1

ε
(S − SB) for S > SB. (3.8)

With reference to Figure 11 and Figure 12 we assume that ε and τ are such that

`(S;Pd(SB)) ≤ û(S) for SB ≤ S ≤ 1, (3.9)

and

ǔ′(S) ≥ −1

ε
. (3.10)

As `(SB, Pd(SB)) = Pd(SB), a sufficient condition for (3.9) to be true is

1 + εû′(S) = 1 + εP ′d(S) + cτε2G ′(S;SB, ST ) ≥ 0, (3.11a)

for SB ≤ S ≤ 1. Similarly for (3.10) the condition is

1 + εǔ′(S) = 1 + εP ′i (S) + cτε2G ′(S;SB, ST ) ≥ 0 (3.11b)

for SB ≤ S ≤ 1. From (3.1), as 1 + εPk
′(S) > 0 (k = i, d), Conditions (3.11) are satisfied

if ε2τ is small enough. Moreover, because G ′ > 0 for S ≥ Sl (see Figure 1) it follows from
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u

S
SB ST

β
û

ǔ

S̃

u∗B

Pd(SB)

Pi(SB)

Pi
Pd

Figure 13: Sketch of orbits when ST < S̃. Here, tan(β) = −1
ε
.

(3.1) that Conditions (3.11) are automatically satisfied for S > Sl. Hence, Conditions
(3.11) are only to be assumed for S ∈ [SB, Sl].

Observe that from (3.1),

`(1;Pd(SB)) < 0 = lim
S↗1

Pi(S). (3.12)

Using (3.1) and (3.12) it follows that there exists a unique saturation value S̃ ∈ (SB, 1)
such that

`(S̃;Pd(SB)) = Pi(S̃). (3.13)

Figure 13 shows that if ST < S̃, then there exists a unique u∗B ∈ (Pi(SB), Pd(SB))
for which the following holds: All orbits starting at (SB, u = uB ≥ u∗B) remain in H̄
and follow the corresponding scanning curves until ET,iET,d is reached. The underlying
travelling waves are solutions of (3.7). They result in monotone saturation and pressure
profiles for any τ > 0. Orbits starting at (SB, uB < u∗B) intersect ǔ at some S < ST and
enter the region Ȟ. When ST > S̃ any orbit leaving from EB,iEB,d intersects ǔ and enters
the region Ȟ. The saddle point EB,i needs special attention. If the orbit leaves EB,i into
region Ȟ, its local direction du

dS
(SB), see [14, Section 3], must satisfy

du

dS
(SB) =

P ′i (SB)

2

[
1 +

√
1− 4cτG ′(SB;SB, ST )

(P ′i (SB))2

]
≤ dǔ

dS
(SB). (3.14)

We have

Proposition 3.1. Condition (3.11b) at SB ⇐⇒ inequality (3.14).

Proof. We use the short hand notation P ′i := P ′i (SB) and G ′ = G ′(SB;SB, ST ). Evaluation
of (3.11b) at SB gives

1 + εP ′i + ε2cτG ′ ≥ 0
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or − 1
P ′i
≥ ε+ ε2cτG′

P ′i
. Hence, as G ′, P ′i < 0 we get

1− 4cτG ′

(P ′i )
2
≥ 1 +

4εcτG ′

P ′i
+

(
2εcτG ′

P ′i

)2

=

(
1 +

2εcτG ′

P ′i

)2

,

implying √
1− 4cτG ′

(P ′i )
2
≥ 1 +

2εcτG ′

P ′i
.

This gives

P ′i
2

+
P ′i
2

√
1− 4cτG ′

(P ′i )
2
≤ P ′i + cετG ′

which is inequality (3.14).

Summarizing the above gives the following picture. When conditions (3.11) are ful-
filled, orbits that leave from points EB = (SB, uB) ∈ EB,iEB,d, with uB > Pi(SB), either
stay in H̄ and reach corresponding points of ET,iET,d directly, or cross the lower bound ǔ
and enter the region Ȟ. The orbit that leaves EB,i enters directly Ȟ. Once the orbits are
in Ȟ, we are in a situation that compares to Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 since in Ȟ one
has

S ′ =
1

cτ
(Pi(S)− u).

What remains is to show that any such orbit is captured by the segment ET,iET,d. We
make this the content of the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < SB < ST < 1, τ > 0 and let conditions (3.11) and (3.1) be
satisfied. Further, let (S, u) be the solution orbit that originates from a point EB =
(SB, uB) ∈ EB,iEB,d, where uB < u∗B if ST ≤ S̃ or uB ∈ [Pi(SB), Pd(SB)] if ST > S̃ (see
Figure 13). Then the following holds

(i) If τ > τc,d, the orbit exceeds ST and reaches a point ET ∈ ET,iET,d. This happens
after, at most, a finite number of rotations around ET,iET,d;

(ii) If τc,i < τ ≤ τc,d, then in addition, the orbit may reach the boundary point ET,d from

Ĥ;

(iii) If τ ≤ τc,i, then in addition the orbit may reach the boundary point ET,i from Ȟ.
For small τ this may happen in a direct way, without exceeding ST .

Proof. The proof has two parts. In the first we use again the divergence argument to
demonstrate the existence of orbits connecting EB and corresponding points of ET,iET,d.
In the second we show that the orbits can go around ET,iET,d only finitely many times.
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To use the divergence argument we write ~R(~u) as

~R(~u) =

(
1
cτ
E(S, u)

G(S;SB, ST )

)
.

Hence

div ~R =
1

cτ

∂E
∂S

with
∂E
∂S

=


P ′i (S) when u ∈ Ĥ,
−cτεG ′(S;SB, ST ) when u ∈ H,
P ′d(S) when u ∈ Hd.

(3.15)

Note that div ~R does not have a fixed sign as the sign of G ′ changes in H̄. With reference to
Figure 11, we see that there are three possibilities for orbits that originate from EB,iEB,d:

Case (a) They go around ET,iET,d and end up in EB,d or they leave the region S > SB through
the segment {S = SB, u > Pd(SB)}.

Case (b) They go into a limit cycle around ET,iET,d.

Case (c) They approach the line ET,iET,d.

u

S

0 1SB ST

Ω2

Ω1

Ω

Pi
Pd
û
ǔ

Figure 14: If Case (a) holds, then the orbit connects to the segment {S = SB, u ≥ Pd(SB)}.
The regions Ω, Ω1, Ω2 used in the proof are marked by the colours.

We first consider the orbit leaving EB,i. Case (a) for this orbit is shown in Figure 14.
Let Ω be the region enclosed by the orbit and the line S = SB. As shown in [14], the
orbit can only exit through S = SB if∫

Ω

div ~R =

∫
∂Ω

~u · n̂ ≥ 0, (3.16)
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n̂ being the unit vector that is outward normal to ∂Ω. Define the regions Ω1,Ω2 ⊂ Ω by

Ω1 = {(S, u) : SB < S < ST , û < u < Pd(SB)}, (3.17)

Ω2 = {(S, u) : SB < S < ST , ǔ(S) < u < û(S)}, (3.18)

and observe that ∫
Ω/(Ω1∪Ω2)

div ~R ≤ 0,

since ∂E
∂S
≤ 0 in Ω/Ω2. Further note that∫

Ω1

div ~R =

∫ ST

SB

∫ Pd(SB)

û(S)

P ′d(S)

cτ
dudS =

1

cτ

∫ ST

SB

P ′d(S)(Pd(SB)− Pd(S)− cτεG(S))dS

= − 1

2cτ
(Pd(ST )− Pd(SB))2 − ε

∫ ST

SB

P ′dGdS,

and ∫
Ω2

div ~R =

∫ ST

SB

∫ Pd(S)

Pi(S)

(−εG ′)dudS = −ε
∫ ST

SB

G ′(Pd(S)− Pi(S))dS

= −εG(S;SB, ST )(Pd(S)− Pi(S))|STSB + ε

∫ ST

SB

(P ′d − P ′i )GdS

= ε

∫ ST

SB

(P ′d − P ′i )GdS.

Summing up gives∫
Ω

div ~R < − 1

2cτ
(Pd(ST )− Pd(SB))2 − ε

∫ ST

SB

P ′iGdS < 0.

This contradicts (3.16) and hence the orbit cannot exit through the segment {S = SB, u ≥
Pd(SB)}. As no two orbits can intersect, the orbit originating from any point on EB,iEB,d
cannot leave the region {S > SB}.
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SoutSB ST

Ω2
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Ω0

Figure 15: Case (b): If the orbits go to a limit cycle then the limit cycle will be as the
black dashdotted closed loop. The regions Ω0, Ω1, Ω2 and (Sin, Sout) are used in the proof.

We need to further eliminate Case (b). As can be seen from Figure 13 a limit cycle
clearly cannot exist for ST ≤ S̃. For ST > S̃, if the limit cycle exists, then it will be as
shown in Figure 15. Let Ω0 be the region bounded by the closed loop and let (Sin, Sout)
be saturation values at which the limit cycle enters and leaves the region H̄ such that
Sin < Sout < ST . Further, let Ω1 := {(S, u) ∈ Ω0 : Sin < S < ST , û(S) < u < Pd(Sin)}
and let Ω2 ⊂ Ω0 be the open subregion in S < ST bounded by S = ST , u = û(S),

u = ǔ(S) and the closed loop. Again, we have div ~R < 0 in Ω0/Ω2. The integral of div ~R
over Ω1 is ∫

Ω1

div ~R =
1

cτ

∫ ST

Sin

P ′d(S)(Pd(Sin)− Pd(S)− cτεG(S))dS

= − 1

2cτ
(Pd(ST )− Pd(Sin))2 − ε

∫ ST

Sin

P ′dGdS,

and over Ω2 is∫
Ω2

div ~R = −ε
∫ Sout

Sin

G ′
(∫ Pd(S)+cτεG

Pd(Sin)− 1
ε

(S−Sin)

du

)
dS − ε

∫ ST

Sout

G ′
(∫ û(S)

ǔ(S)

du

)
dS.

Integrating by parts yields∫
Ω2

div ~R = ε

∫ ST

Sin

P ′dG +

∫ Sout

Sin

(1 + cτε2G ′)G −
∫ ST

Sout

P ′iG

≤ ε

∫ ST

Sin

P ′dG −
∫ Sout

Sin

P ′iG −
∫ ST

Sout

P ′iG = ε

∫ ST

Sin

P ′dG − ε
∫ ST

Sin

P ′iG.

In the last step, condition (3.11b) was used. Summing up the integrals gives∫
Ω0

div ~R < − 1

2cτ
(Pd(ST )− Pd(Sin))2 − ε

∫ ST

Sin

P ′iGdS < 0.
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As before, this gives a contradiction. Hence we are left with Case (c).

STS−n S+
nS− S+

Pi
Pd
û
ǔ

Figure 16: The points S± and S±n and the final turn of the orbit.

What remains is to show that the orbit goes at most finitely many times around
ET,iET,d before it reaches one of its points. Define, see Figure 16, S+ > ST and S− < ST
such that

û(S−) +
1

ε
S− = Pi(ST ) +

1

ε
ST and ǔ(S+) +

1

ε
S+ = Pd(ST ) +

1

ε
ST ,

If the orbit enters H̄ in the nth turn at S = S−n with S−n ∈ (S−, ST ), then this is the
final turn of the orbit. Similarly, if the orbit enters H̄ at the nth turn at S = S+

n with
S+
n ∈ (ST , S

+), then this is the final turn. If no such n exists, then the orbit must go into
a limit cycle whose closed loop contains the shaded region in Figure 16. This clearly gives
a contradiction.

Statements (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 follow from the nature of the eigenvalues, see
also the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Conditions (3.11) are sufficient but not necessary to prove existence as described in
Theorem 3.1. Below we give an (almost) explicit construction of a solution when (3.11)
is violated.

Example 3.1 Let SB ∈ (0, 1) and ε > 0 be given, and let Pi and Pd, ST ∈ (SB, 1) and
u∗B be such that `(S;uB), given by (3.8), satisfies

`(ST , u
∗
B) = Pi(ST ),

see Figure 11 and Figure 17.
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u

S

SB STS∗

uB

u∗B
û

ǔ

EB,d

EB,i

ET,d

ET,i

Pi
Pd

Figure 17: Construction of orbit when (3.11) is violated. Here the function û is convex in
(SB, ST ) and for τ = τ ∗ it touches `(S, u∗) at S = S∗.

Further assume Pd ∈ C2(0, 1) and P ′′d (S) > 0 for SB < S < ST . For the relative
permeability we consider the explicit case k(S) = S2. A straightforward calculation gives
from (2.8) that G satisfies

G ′′ > 0 in [SB, ST ],

provided ST < 2SB. As a consequence,

û′′ = P ′′d + cετG ′′ > 0 in (SB, ST ), (3.19)

if ST < 2SB. Next we increase τ from τ = 0, when û = Pd, until τ = τ ∗ when û touches
the line `(S;u∗B) at some S = S∗. By the convexity we have

û′ < −1

ε
for SB ≤ S < S∗.

The monotonicity of the orbits in the shaded region in Figure 17 ensures the existence
of orbit running from EB = (SB, uB), with uB ∈ [u∗B, Pd(SB)], to a corresponding point
ET ∈ ET,iET,d. The saturation and pressure profiles are monotone in this example.

If (3.11b) is satisfied, the orbit from EB,i directly enters Ȟ, and does not feel the
influence of the parameter ε. Hence, for this orbit, the condition of whether it remains to
the left of S = 1 is the same as for play-type hysteresis, see Theorem 2.1. Moreover, as the
orbits are ordered and cannot intersect when S < 1, the same applies to any orbit leaving
EB,iEB,d. Only if ST > S∗T (SB) (or α(SB, ST ) < 0) and τ is sufficiently large orbits can
reach S = 1. Here one has to be careful with condition (3.11) which requires a certain
smallness of the product ετ 2. Large values of τ are allowed provided ε is sufficiently small.

4 Numerical results

In this section we discuss a number of numerical PDE-solutions and compare the results
to the theoretical travelling wave results. Clearly, in the numerical approach one works
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in a truncated domain: −W < x < W for some W > 0, chosen sufficiently large so that
well-developed saturation profiles appear.

For the play-type model, the equations are (1.1) and (1.5), where we write the latter
as ∂tS = 1

τf(S)
F(S, u), see expression (2.7). Combining the equations and using the

semi-implicit time discretization scheme described in [14], we have

Sn = Sn−1 +
∆t

τf(S)
F(Sn−1, un−1), (4.1a)

1

τf(Sn)
F(Sn, un) + ∂x(k(Sn)(∂xun + 1)) = 0. (4.1b)

Here ∆t > 0 is the time step and n ∈ {1, .., N} for some N ∈ N. The pair (Sn, un)
approximates (S, u) at the nth time step, i.e. at t = n∆t. The initial condition for the
saturation at n = 0 is a smooth approximation of the Riemann data

S0 :=

{
ST if x < 0,

SB if x > 0.
(4.2)

The boundary conditions are

k(Sn)(∂xun + 1) = k(ST ) at x = −W, (4.3a)

un = uB ∈ [Pi(SB), Pd(SB)] at x = W, (4.3b)

for each n ≥ 1. The first boundary condition implies that we prescribe a constant wa-
ter flux k(ST ) at x = −W . For well-developed profiles this means that approximately
Sn(−W ) = ST for n sufficiently large. As for the second condition, we will see that in-
dependent of the choice of uB, the profile develops into a travelling wave as predicted.
Taking uB = Pi(SB) gives a compatible boundary condition. Taking any uB 6= Pi(SB),
gives a boundary layer at x = W .

For the extended model, one needs to discretize the combination (1.1) and (1.7) in the
domain (−W,W ). Here we propose the semi-implicit scheme

Sn = Sn−1 + ∆t∂x(k(Sn−1)(∂xun−1 + 1)), (4.4a)

A
(
Sn, un,

un − un−1

∆t

)
+ ∂x(k(Sn)(∂xun + 1)) = 0, (4.4b)

for n ≥ 1. The function A : (0, 1) × R2 → R is defined in (1.7). Initial and boundary
conditions are again given by (4.2) and (4.3). To solve equations (4.4), an initial condition
for the pressure is required as well. In the computations we have taken

u(x, 0) =
1

2
(Pi(S(x, 0)) + Pd(S(x, 0))) for −W < x < W. (4.5a)
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To avoid a boundary layer at x = W , we take in (4.3b)

uB =
1

2
(Pi(SB) + Pd(SB)). (4.5b)

Note that for x < 0, the initial condition need not be compatible with the unique pressure
uT ∈ ET,iET,d that results from the traveling wave analysis with uB given by (4.5b). This
pressure is approximately attained after a sufficiently large number of time steps.

Distinguishing the cases ετf(S)
∆t

≶ 1, one straightforwardly verifies that A(Sn, un, un −
un−1/∆t) strictly decreases with respect to un. Hence, for given Sn, un−1 ∈ L2((−W,W )),
such that k(Sn) ≥ δ for some δ > 0, there exists a unique un ∈ H1(−W,W ) satisfy-
ing (4.4b) and (4.3), e.g. see [16, Chapter 2]. Equations (4.1b) and (4.4b) are solved
numerically by means of the L-scheme [10,14].

Finite differences are used to solve equations (4.1) and (4.4), with ∆x = 0.2 and
∆t = 0.02. The length of the domain (2W ) is chosen according to the problem. The
nonlinearities k, Pi and Pd are as in [6] and we restrict ourselves to f(S) = 1 only. The
extension of pressures Pk (k = i, d) is achieved by setting Pk = 103 · (1− S) for S > 1.
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Figure 18: Play-type hysteresis: (left) S vs. x − ct plots and (right) u vs. S plots
for various ST and τ values with SB = 0.2 fixed. Here c is calculated from SB and
ST using (2.5). For SB = 0.2 it follows that S∗T (SB) ≈ 0.6, see Figure 4. Results for
ST = 0.55 < S∗T (SB) are shown first. Corresponding value of Sm is Sm ≈ 0.9. Profiles
for three τ values are plotted: τ = 1 < τc,i, τ = 10 ∈ [τc,i, τc,d] and τ = 100 > τc,d.
The behaviour is as expected and the saturation lies below Sm < 1. Also the result for
ST = 0.8 > S∗T (SB) and τ = 100 > τc,d is shown. In this case the satuartion reaches the
maximum value and a plateau can be seen at S = 1.

The results for play-type hysteresis are shown in Figure 18. They agree well with the
predictions. Fronts quickly develop into travelling waves with wave-speed c predicted by
(2.5). For ST < S∗T (SB) the profiles stay away from S = 1 and the behaviour with respect
to τ is as to be expected. For τ < τc,i the travelling wave orbit goes directly to ET,i;
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for τ ∈ [τc,i, τc,d) it goes around ET,i to reach ET,d and for τ > τc,d it oscillates around
ET,iET,d, though infinitely many oscillations cannot be seen due to the finite domain size.
For ST > S∗T (SB) and τ large enough, the profile indeed reaches S = 1 and a plateau is
observed.

Figure 19 shows results for extended play-type hysteresis. The scanning curves within
the hysteretic region are inclined by the fixed angle tan−1(−1

ε
), where ε = 1

40
is used.

Observe that, for all the (ε, τ) pairs used in Figure 19, conditions (3.11) are satisfied. In
all cases, small irregularities are observed at the locations where orbits meet the segment
ET,iET,d. This reflects the behaviour in {x < 0} as observed earlier in this section. These
irregularities disappear when n becomes large.
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Figure 19: Extended play-type hysteresis: (left) S vs. x − ct plots and (right) u vs.
S plots for various ST and τ values with SB = 0.2 and ε = 1

40
fixed. Fronts develop

into travelling wave profiles with wave-speed c given by (2.5). Here also, S∗T (SB) ≈ 0.6.
As before, results for ST = 0.55 < S∗T (SB) are shown first for three different τ values:
τ = 1 < τc,i, τ = 10 ∈ [τc,i, τc,d] and τ = 100 > τc,d. The orbits have a constant slope of
−1
ε

in the hysteretic region H̄ and are bounded above by Sm < 1. Finally, the result for
ST = 0.8 > S∗T (SB) and τ = 100 > τc,d is shown. For all the plots, uB is as in (4.5b).

5 Conclusion

In this paper we studied the behaviour of infiltration fronts in a long homogeneous vertical
unsaturated porous column. The main focus was on describing the fronts when non-
equilibrium effects, such as capillary hysteresis and dynamic capillarity are considered.
For this purpose, travelling wave approximation was used. Two models for hysteresis were
considered, the play-type hysteresis and the extended play-type hysteresis model.

In case of play-type hysteresis model, it was shown that for small dynamic capillary
constant τ , the fronts will be monotone. If τ is larger than thresholds calculated from
known parameters, the fronts will first develop finitely many and then infinitely many
overshoots. Moreover, saturation plateaus will form at the location of undershoots and
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overshoots and the plateaus will become wider as one moves away from the wave-front.
Criteria for the saturation overshoots to reach full saturation was also investigated. If the
integral (2.27), which depends solely on the parameters of the system, is positive then
the saturation cannot reach the maximum possible saturation value even if τ is large.
Similarly, if f 6∈ L1(0, 1), then the saturation cannot reach the maximum value.

To explain in more detail behaviour of wetting fronts observed from experiments,
we also considered extended play-type hysteresis model which incorporates non-vertical
scanning curves. The existence of travelling wave solutions were proved under conditions
(3.11). One of the key differences in this case is that, if the initial saturation and the
injection saturation are close enough then there will be no overshoots irrespective of
the value of τ . Another important distinction is that, in this case only finitely many
oscillations can occur. This is also observed from experiments [2, 5].

Finally, a set of numerical tests were performed showing that the fronts indeed develop
into travelling wave profiles for long columns. The predictions from our analysis were
reproduced by the numerical results.
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Appendix A Extended play-type hysteresis: non-vertical

scanning curves

We write the pressure expression (1.6) as

u ∈ P+(S)− P−(S)sign(∂tS + ε∂tu)− τf(S)∂tS, (A.1)

where

P+(S) =
Pd(S) + Pi(S)

2
, P−(S) =

Pd(S)− Pi(S)

2
. (A.2)

This form can be rewritten as

τf(S)

P−(S)
∂t(S + εu) + sign(∂t(S + εu)) 3 P

+(S)− u
P−(S)

+
ετf(S)

P−(S)
∂tu. (A.3)

Introducing the function, for each 0 < S < 1,

Φs(r) =


P−(S)
τf(S)

(r − 1) for r ≥ 1,

0 for − 1 < r < 1,
P−(S)
τf(S)

(r + 1) for r ≤ −1,

we deduce from (A.3)

∂t(S + εu) = Φs

(
P+(S)− u
P−(S)

+
ετf(S)

P−(S)
∂tu

)
. (A.4)

Evaluating the different cases in (A.4) and using the definitions from (A.2) gives

∂tS =


Pd(S)−u
τf(S)

when u ≥ Pd(S) + ετf(S)∂tu,

−ε∂tu when Pi(S) + ετf(S)∂tu < u < Pd(S) + ετf(S)∂tu,

Pi(S)−u
τf(S)

when u ≤ Pi(S) + ετf(S)∂tu.
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